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CHOICE OF NUMBER OF CLUSTERS. The merging two clusters, the within-cluster variance inchoice of number of clusters is a compromise between creased by much, whereas smaller jumps refer to the
reducing the data dimensionality and preserving as merger of similar clusters. Based on the dendogram
much variability as possible. The dendogram of a (Fig. ES1) of the last 30 merging steps for clustering
hierarchical cluster analysis
visualizes the required distance in each merging step
and helps to select a number
of clusters. For each merging
step, the required distance
for merging two clusters is
shown on the y axis of the
dendogram plot. Similar
clusters are lined via shorter
y-axis segments, and large y
distances within one cluster
should be avoided. In the
present analysis, we used
Ward’s minimum variance
algorithm such that distance
refers to the variance of
the elements in the cluster.
Fig . ES1. Dendogram of hierarchical clustering with area-weighted zonal
Therefore, large increases in
wind velocity anomalies poleward of 60°N at 10 hPa for the last 30 steps of
this distance mean that after
the clustering. Each color represents one cluster.
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Fig . ES2. Elbow plot of hierarchical clustering with area-weighted zonal
wind velocity anomalies poleward of 60°N at 10 hPa for the last 15 steps of
the clustering.

with area-weighted zonal
wind anomalies in January
and February, we conclude
that seven is an appropriate
choice for the number of
clusters (i.e., the differentcolored clusters) because
the within-cluster distances are similar. Moreover,
the so-called “elbow” plot
(Fig. ES2), which shows the
cluster distance as a function of the number of clusters, shows a bend for seven
clusters. This means that
the distance is only slightly
smaller for a greater number
of clusters but the distance
growth accelerates for fewer
clusters. As indicated by
the dendogram (Fig. ES1)
only five clusters would be

Fig. ES3. As in Fig. 1 in the main text, but cluster representatives shown for zonal wind velocity instead of GPH.
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another reasonable choice, which would mean the
merger of cluster 1 and cluster 2 as well as of cluster
6 and cluster 7. However, we find that our results (in
particular with respect to the trends in the regression models based on cluster 7) are insensitive to this
choice. Moreover, we find that for all tested numbers
of clusters from 2 to 20, the strongest (weakest) vortex
cluster shows a decreasing (increasing) trend in seasonal frequency as well as an increasing (decreasing)
trend in daily pattern correlation (see Fig. ES4 for
seven clusters).
DAILY PATTERN CORRELATION. To derive
the trend of the daily pattern correlation time series
(Fig. ES4), we perform linear regression by calculating
the least squares fit trend line. Since the daily pattern
correlation time series (Fig. ES4) are autocorrelated,
applying a Student’s t test to test significance of the
slope would violate the assumption of independent
residuals. Therefore, we apply bootstrapping on
the data, preserving the intraseasonal and seasonal
variability of the original time series. To assess the
significance of the slopes, we perform a (one sided)

significance test with the H1 hypothesis that those
clusters with a downward (upward) trend in seasonal
frequency (see Fig. 1 in main text) also show a downward (upward) trend in pattern correlation. First, for
each year, we determine daily anomalies for the pattern correlations by subtracting the seasonal-mean
value for that year. Next, we randomly pick 15 blocks
from each season, each with a length of 4 days. The
block length was chosen based on the intraseasonal
autocorrelation functions, which dropped below a
significance threshold (p < 0.05) after 3–4 days. The
blocks are then shuffled between years and calendar
slots creating artificial time series of daily anomalies,
but the order within the blocks is maintained (preserving the intraseasonal autocorrelation of the original time series). Finally, we add the shuffled seasonal
means of the original data to the daily values of each
newly constructed year. This way, we also keep the
variability between the different years. We calculate
the slope of the linear least squares fit of this artificial
time series and repeat the procedure 10,000 times in
order to derive the (one sided) percentiles of the original slope with respect to the calculated distribution.

Fig. ES4. Trends in daily pattern correlation for each cluster and the percentile of the slope in brackets (see
appendix in the main text).
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Fig . ES5. Mean polar cap (poleward of 60°N) wind velocity in winter (JF)
from 1979 to 2015 and least squares trend line (p = 0.11).

Fig. ES6. As in Fig. 1 in the main text, but for clustering with GPH anomalies.
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OTHER SENSITIVITY ANALYSES. We repeat
the cluster analysis with other variables that describe
the stratospheric polar vortex (SPV). First, we repeat
the analyses using geopotential height (GPH) data
over the same polar-cap region and at same pressure
level (10 hPa). Then, we repeat the analyses with zonal
wind and GPH data averaged over the pressure levels
at 10–50 hPa and for 100 hPa, respectively. To test sensitivity of the clustering technique, we also perform
k-means clustering, which requires k starting vectors,
for example, by randomly selecting k vectors of the
input data. Then, each input vector is assigned to the
starting vector it is closest to in terms of Euclidean
metric and their mean is calculated. This gives k new
clusters for which the procedure is repeated until a
prechosen maximum number of iteration steps is
reached. The k-means algorithm is computationally
less expensive than hierarchical clustering. However,
it has the disadvantage of being sensitive to the initialization vectors as well as to the choice of k. Therefore,
we perform k-means clustering by using the centroids
identified with hierarchical clustering as our starting

vectors and compare the results. Furthermore, we apply self-organizing maps (SOM) on the Modern-Era
Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications,
version 2 (MERRA-2), dataset. Thus, we are not only
testing another clustering technique, but also a different reanalysis dataset. SOM requires a prechosen
representation dimension (which can even be multidimensional). For consistency with our analysis, we
choose a 7 × 1 matrix.
The cluster representatives (visualized with absolute 10-hPa GPH values) are similar for both variables
(u or GPH) and cluster algorithms (hierarchical clustering, k-means, SOMs); the strongest and weakest
vortex clusters are especially robustly identified for all
variables and cluster techniques (Figs. ES6–ES8, ES14,
ES15). Moreover, we find that the signs of the slopes
of the seasonal frequency time series and of the pattern correlation are consistent and significance is of
similar range, confirming our finding of a weakened
polar vortex in recent winters.
In particular the weak polar vortex states are
robustly identified by the different sensitivity tests

Fig. ES7. As in Fig. 1 in the main text, but for k-means clustering.
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(Figs. ES15, ES18). More precisely, 84% of cluster
7 days identified by hierarchical clustering on ERAInterim data coincide with cluster 7 days based on
self-organizing maps performed on MERRA-2 data.
This number even rises to 98% if both weak polar
vortex representatives cluster 6 and cluster 7 days are
considered. Cluster analysis on geopotential heights
instead of zonal wind velocity thus results in similar numbers. Furthermore, the results are not very
sensitive to the choice of pressure level either, giving
robust findings for clustering of zonal wind velocity
and GPH at 100 hPa and averaged over the levels
10–50 hPa. More than 80% of the cluster 7 days at
10 hPa are also detected for clustering at lower pressure levels (100 hPa and the 10–50-hPa mean instead
of 10 hPa; Fig. ES18). Consequently, the seasonal cluster 7 frequency is robustly identified by the different
sensitivity tests with pairwise correlation coefficients
ranging from 0.82 to 0.99 (Fig. ES15).

GRANGER CAUSALITY. To assess the direction
of causality between the stratosphere and surface
weather in more detail, we have applied a Granger
causality test. We first projected the area-weighted
daily geopotential height anomaly field poleward of
60°N onto the cluster 7 representative to construct a
continuous time series. A daily domain-mean temperature index over northern Eurasia, however, might be
strongly biased given strong synoptic variability in the
troposphere likely diluting any potential signal coming
for the stratosphere. Therefore, we have applied the
Granger causality test on 5-day-mean time series. We
detrended both time series, fitted the autoregressive
model (using the Akaike information criterion), and
finally tested for Granger causality. Using an F test,
the H0 hypothesis could be rejected (p < 0.05), meaning that the cluster 7 time series index Granger causes
Eurasian temperature variability in winter. However,
we found that the opposite is not true.

Fig. ES8. As in Fig. 1 in the main text, but for k-means clustering with GPH at 10 hPa.
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Fig. ES9. As in Fig. 1 in the main text, but for clustering with Nov and Dec data.
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Fig. ES10. As in Fig. 1 in the main text, but for clustering with zonal wind velocity anomalies averaged over
10–50 hPa.
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Fig. ES11. As in Fig. 1 in the main text, but for clustering with zonal wind velocity at 100 hPa.
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Fig. ES12. As in Fig. 1 in the main text, but for clustering with GPH anomalies averaged over 10–50 hPa.
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Fig. ES13. As in Fig. 1 in the main text, but for clustering with GPH at 100 hPa.
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Fig. ES14. As in Fig. 1 in the main text, but for SOM clustering with MERRA-2 data from 1980 to 2015.
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Fig. ES15. Time series of seasonal-mean cluster 7 frequencies for the different sensitivity analyses from 1980
to 2015.

Fig. ES16. “Abacus” plot of polar night jet oscillation (PJO) with cluster 6 and cluster 7 days indicated to the
left of the ribbons (courtesy of Peter Hitchcock). The calculation of PJO events and the color scaling are as in
Hitchcock et al. (2013a,b).
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Fig. ES17. Cluster number for each day
for clusters as in Fig. 1. The red boxes
indicate the sudden stratospheric
warming events in the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim) data taken from
www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/groups/csd8
/sswcompendium/majorevents.html.
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Fig. ES18. Visualization of cluster 6 (light red) and cluster 7 (red) event evolution in each winter, marked by
the gray vertical lines for the different sensitivity test.
(a) Hierarchical clustering of the 10-hPa wind field with
(top) ERA-Interim data and (bottom) self-organizing
maps on MERRA-2 data. (b) Hierarchical clustering
of (top) the 10-hPa wind field with ERA-Interim data,
(middle) data averaged over 10–50 hPa, and (bottom)
data at 100 hPa. (c) As in (b), but clustering based on
geopotential heights.
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